Undergraduate Research Day is for Juniors and Seniors within a few hours driving distance from Rochester. This exciting event will allow regional undergraduate students and their mentors to:

**Find out What You Can Be With a PhD!**

Meet other undergraduate students interested in the biomedical, translational, public health and/or biostatistical sciences.

Meet and talk science with current SMD faculty and graduate students.

Present posters of their research to the SMD community.

Tour the SMD, research labs and work spaces.

Learn about the graduate programs available at the SMD.

Visit website for details and the day’s agenda! [undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)

---

**Dates & Deadlines**

- **09/25/16** Application Deadline
- **10/07/16** Applicants Notified of Acceptance

**How To Apply**

- [Online Application Form](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)
- [Full Agenda](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)

**Forms & Instructions**

- [Eligibility](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)
- [FAQs](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)
- [Instructions for Abstracts and Poster Presentations](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)
- [Sample Abstracts](http://undergrad-research-day.urmc.edu)

**Sponsored By:**

The Office for Graduate Education and Postdoctoral Affairs

(585) 275.4522

smd_undergrad_research_day@urmc.rochester.edu